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Contract 464 is a package Building Services contract
of the Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC) Island Line.
It includes the supply, installation, testing and
commissioning of all station and tunnel auxilary services.
The work content involves hundreds of items of material and
equipment and the work spreads over 14 stations and 20
Kilometers route length of tracks in underground tunnels or
elevated structure.
prior to tendering, the contract price was worked out
by the estimating engineers on the basis of the estimated
equipment quantities and current price rates. These
estimates were grouped together to build up the estimated
contract price which was passed to the Cost Control
Department for budgetary control.
Before the Contract was secured, a tremendous amount of
efforts had been invested in the tender which lasted for
six months. Cost building up or estimation was done on
zero base with certain amounts of estimation and
approximation. Costs were grouped into various cost
centres and finally each subtotal was carefully vetted
before the whole Tender Cost summary was approved. This
thesis describes how the procedure and the conventional
engineering practise are combined together to build up a
very complex tender.
After the Contract was awarded, a tremendous amount of
monies were committed and spent. The control of various
expenditures follows a cost centres approach which however
is monitored manually. Cost centres are set up by the
nature or the geographical area of the possible costs
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incurred. At every regular interval, the accumulated costs
spent are reviewed and a current estimate or forecast of
cost to complete is made. However, the purposes of such
exercise is to check if the cost committed has exceeded or
is likely to exceed the budget. No further analysis has
been established with the collected financial figures.
This thesis proposesa model by which the collected
cost information can produce some useful indication where
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The Emerging Role of Building Services Contract
To cope with the ever rising living standard in Hong
Kong, building services installations plays an important
role in the building industry to provide occupants with
sufficient and necessary facilities for comfort, safety and
efficiency.
Building services installations generally include
ventilation, air conditioning, electrical services as
lighting and power supply, mechanical services as drainage
and pumping systems, escalators, lifts and fire protection
systems.
The successful compiction of building project
requires not only the early completion of civil works, but
also the satisfactory commissioning of the building
services installations. The relative cost of building
services in a building project has been increasing with the
demand of more sophisticated and efficient equipment.
Therefore people are more concerned with the execution of
building services contracts. From the contractor point of
view, the performance of a building services contract is
simply measured by means of the achieved profits and that
the project is completed on time
Project Management
The management usually controls two major elements of a
project- progress and money expenditure, leaving the
quality control of the installation to the hard work of the
project engineers in-charge of the works.
2A project usually begins with the design engineers
preparing working drawings on the basis of engineering
specifications and contract drawings issued by the client
or authorised consultant. Quantities of material required
are measured from the working drawings and man power are
forecast in relationship to the programme.
Taking into account the material delivery schedule, man
power planning and the preliminary installation programme,
the planning engineers develop the installation programme
to which all progress of work are to be adhered.
In order to monitor the progress on site, site staff
are required to provide feed back to management in the form
of data sheets which includes progress report, material
requisition forms, labour returns and also estimation of
total cost to complete. The management calculates the cost
committed by accumulating material and labour cost on the
basis of collected data, and together with the estimated
cost to complete, arrive at the expected total cost of the
project. The management also monitor progress by comparing
the percentage of completion stated in the progress report
to the installation programme. If progress is satisfactory,
and expected total cost is within budget, little doubt will
be cast on the general performance of the project. Not
much attention has been paid to the correlation between
expenditure and progress of work. Management becomes alert
only when during the end of a project the expected total
cost exceeds the budget or when progress is behind
programme. This may give rise to catching up the
installation programme at the expense of extra labour
and/or material or to reveal. itself at such a late stage
that any corrective actions are impossible. Since the
estimation of cost to complete is- not necessarily based on
the work completed, human errors might conceal the real
situation of the project.
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Management could develop a model to make better
use of the data-available from site staff to monitor
material wastage, labour efficiency and a more
accurate estimation of cost to complete which could
give advance warnings to management of potential
problems.
The Purpose of this paper is to study briefly
a present cost control system so as to identify the
weakness areas and then propose a model to make use of
the present feed back system and data to monitor the
performance of a project by cost control.
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CHAPTER II
CURRENT METHOD OF PROJECT TENDERING
This Chapter describes briefly the various steps being
used in awarding or securing E & M project.
Clients, Consultants and Contractors
In most cases, a project involves the contractual
relationship of the client, consultant and contractors.
These relationships are legally binding and any major
default of one party may end up with arbitration, litigaton
or even prosecution.
The client may be the government, a corporation, or
property developers. The client will appoint a consultant
to be responsible for the design and management of project
execution. The consultant normally starts from scratch,
puts up design plans to meet the requirements of the client
and at the same time to keep the total cost within the
budget.
Tender specification will be prepared by the consultant
detailing design concept, standards, finishes, layout and
operation philosophy of all the systems and equipment in
the project. A substantial quantities of drawings will be
issued together with the tender.
Not all contractors will satisfy the requirements of
the consultant to tender for-the project. Usually only
qualified or experienced contractors will be.invited to
tender. These tenderers should always be registered
contractors with the Government and be financially healthy.
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Changes in Style of Tendering
Over the last few years, there have been substantial
changes in the tendering systems of E M services
projects.
In past years, tenderers compete on the basis of price
level. Usually the lowest bidder get the job. Now they
have to compete on their 'abilities to comply with
specification, their proposal and implementation of project
management and their previous projects record and
reference. Very often, terms and condition of buyer or
export finance will be offered and become the key issues of
awarding a contract.
Growth of Project Management
Hong Kong has been fortunate in seeing substantial
amount of investment over the last 10 years in projects
like Mass Transit Railway (MTRC), Power Stations, Cement
Plant, road tunnels, highway systems and numerous
commercial and residential complex. The project sums
involved were tremendous and any errors or discrepancies on
the contractors would have resulted in-a significant loss of
monies. Therefore it has become.: inpor-tant to have
systematic and effective methods of managing the projects.
Advanced technology and standard of managcmcn t have
been demanded by MTRC and other reputable consultants.
International contractors have also brought in their
know-how to the local contracting business. Also the vase
and diversified experience of expatriate coming from
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different parts of the world have helped -in-bringing up the
quality of engineering practice and discipline. We have
seen higher safety standards, more efficient work- and the
achievement of higher technology.
It has become more and more important that project
tenderers should convince the consultant of their ability
to manage the project after contract award.
Tender Specification Preparation
Consultants are responsible to draw up specification
and drawings for the project to satisfy requirements of
their client. For a building services project, the
consultants usually work closely with the design of the
architect in case of a building or with the requirements of
the final user in case of an industrial plant like railway
station, tunnel, sewage plant, generator turbine hall etc.
Specifications and drawings are usually prepared in
details showing the approximate layout and size of major
equipment. The philosophy of design and method of
operation will normally make reference to codes of practice
or in some cases specifically spelled out.
Contractors should follow the specifications,
understand their scope of work, estimate the quantities of
material and then cost them before arriving at a tender
price.
In some cases, the specification may be a brief outline
of design criteria.. Contractors are asked to develop from
these design criteria into details before pricing. This
will be a design and build contract.
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Tender Costs Estimatior
Defining Extent of Works
After receiving a tender, the contractor will examine
the content of work and in particular the details of the
following:-
Conditions of Contract which embraces:-
Conditions of Contract usually follow some
international and acquainted conditions. In general, both
the clients and contractors are well protected. In case of
dispute, there are quite a few alternatives to resolve the
problem before it is brought to arbitration or litigation.
Some of the more important conditions which may be costly
or increase the risk of the contract are:
(i) liquidated damages
(ii) terms of payment and mechanism
(iii) arbitration
(iv) insurance and indemnities
(v) performance bond or guarantee
(vi) remedies and powers
Programme of Works
Every project must have a well-defined Programme of
Works. The programme should explicitly tell the contractor
the sequence, duration. and limitation of access. In some
cases, when access to or possession of a site is not on an
exclusive basis, we-must identify the consequence of having
other contractors working together. When the programme is
generous and duration allowed is sufficient, we expect
lower cost of man-power. However, when the programme is
compressed or much activities will take place at the same
time, we shall increase the project team to take care of
the work loads. Some of the important criterion in
assessing programme implication are
(i) access dates




It has become a major concern of clients and
consultants in a large project on information exchange
especially a few months after contract award. Proper
procedures must be established for design and drawings
approval. Submission of 'an oration and maintenance manual
must be complete before systems and equipment are
commissioned. Some of the information exchange includes:
(i) drawings





Some other cost elements which may be easily overlooked
or under-estimated are attendance provided by the
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contractor. It can -include all sorts of duties or
responsibilities special to the project. For examples,
storage building, site office, lorries, cranes, background
lighting, safety officer, stand-by emergency, maintenance,
etc. They are costlyand forma significant part of the cost
and efficient running of a project.
Currency and FinancE
Finally, and surely not the least, the choices of
currency and arrangement of finance can have a very significant
effect on the project. As a matter of fact, the present
day costs of a project can easily be changed if the





In Hong Kong, most turnkey projects are now demanding
a fixed lump sum price. and Hong Kong Dollar Finance.
This will help to keep the total costs fixed. It was not
possible in the past to find any guarantee of Hong Kong
Dollar finance nor people would like to take the risk of
exchange rates. However the market. has shifted so much in
favour of the buyers that many governments are supporting
their industries by arranging export credits in the form of
Hung Kong Dollar finance.
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Cost Estimation
During the costing exercise of a tender, the material
and labour costing are straight forward and are estimated
as direct costs. Depending very much on the size of the
project, the following cost items may be taken in part or
in total as direct costs:-
(i) supervision
(ii) testing and commissioning






Otherwise, they are treated as indirect costs wnicn are
not priced for the tender. Any expenditure of these nature
will be treated as overhead.
A copy of the Tender Summary Form is attached in
Appendix 1. It summarises the totals of each activity
which are then added up to the tender costs. Profits are
added on to arrive at the price. The types and amounts of
currencies included must be clearly stated and the exchange
rates used should be clearly defined.
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Cost Centres
Costs of a tender are usually divided into many areas.
They are coded for identification and better monitoring.
Different projects will have different sets of cost centres
to reflect the speciality of each project. In some cases,
the costs centres can be geographical areas like building
names or can be service areas like fire protection,
ventilation or can be types of expenditure like material,
labour. Very often a cost code will be a combination of
several cost centres depending on which types of cost
centres the management is more interested in.
When a tender is being prepared, costs of each cost
centre are identified. These costs will then eventually
form the budgets of the contract.
In oraer to taciiltate better management or the
financial position of the project, a comprehensive system
of cost centres and cost control is drawn up.
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CHAPTER III
CURRENT METHOD OF PROJECT COST MONITORING
Cost Commitment Budget
When a project is secured, one of .the first steps to be
taken immediately is to draw up the cost commitment budget.
In theory, this budget should be identical to the tender
cost budget. -However, there are often changes to the
extent of work, specification and programme during tender
negotiation. The costs will therefore be adjusted to take
into account. the changes.
Depending on the speciality of the project, the cost
commitment budget can be further divided into greater
details for monitoring purposes. But the basic headings of
costs should always tollow tnose in the Tendei Gummary rarm
Form, we divide them into.different cost centres. For
Equipment, we can have cables, lighting fittings, etc. for
Subcontract, we can have the subcontracts for electical
services or fire services and for different job locations.
A copy of the Cost Commitment Form is attached in Appendix
3.
Cost Centres Preparation
Cost centres are areas ::hich will be used to monitor
the' f inancial performance' of the project at secondary level
of importance. These cost centres are usually services or
location based.
in Appendix 1. Under each heading of the Tender Summary
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In order to faciliate the control, cost codes are set
up for each project. Cost codes usually bear a fixed
pattern with a few sets of letters or numbers. For the
Mass-Transit Railway project, we have established a set of
Cost Codes in Appendix 4.
From the established Cost Codes, we can choose using
either activity or location as cost centres to monitor the
progress. We have decided using the location as.cost
centres and all-expenses incurred will be charged to the
locations. This is very useful because each location, in
fact a railway passenger station, is looked after by a
resident engineer. The resident engineer is responsible
for the performance of the project in that location. He
has been given budgets of material and labour to work with
and his duty is to complete the works satisfactorily and
within budget.
Every month, the expenditures incurred for each cost
centre are accumulated and a report is produced. A copy of
the-report is attached in Appendix 5. This report is,
called Monthly Divisional Contract Order Costs & Progress
Payments Report.
Monitoring Progress
The mechanism of preparing the 'Divisional Contract
Orders Costs Progress Payment Report is conventional.
Entries of the ledger are mechanical and are taken from
cost code information contained in each purchase order or
expense forms when payments are effected.
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inc report also contains the intormation of Gross Work
in Progress and Total Progress Payment. The difference of
these two sums will either give Net Works in Progress or
Excess Progress Payment. Finally the report shows how much
progress payment has been applied for.
Every month, when the report is issued, only the Excess
Progress Payment catches people's attention. When the
contract stays with consistent excess progress payment, we
are being financed to do the works. Therefore it is true
to say progress payment is the top priority activity of
cost control.
contract Cost Review
The performance of the contract in financial terms is
reviewed regularly, usually once a month or once every two
months depending on the size of the project and when the
project is coming near to-completion. Committed costs are
totalled and put in a form called Contract `Order Cost
Summary (COCS) as shown in Appendix 6. The COCS is derived
from the Tender Cost Summary and has various colums of
Commitment, Profit/(Loss), Cost to Complete and Forecast
Completion.
The commitment column records total costs incurred.
Profit/(Loss) column records expected profit or loss as a
result of the commitments as compared with the budget.
Cost to complete is the estimated costs to finish the
outstanding works. Forecast Completion is the estimated
costs to complete the entire project.
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Progress vs Budget Expenditure
tit- pLCSernL, there is no systematic metnoc to monitor
the actual pattern expenditure except that the cost
commitment budgets shown in the COCS are not exceeded. It
is possible that the COCS shows promising. Gross Profit of
the project but it does not tell in details whether each
cost centre is sharing in proportion of the possible
profit. It is feasible that some cost centres are yielding
substantial savings which may be so large that they could
cover the loss incurred in some other cost centres.
However, the loss incurred in these cost centres will
deteriorate if remedial measures are not taken promptly and
the will eventually impose threats to the whole project.
Some usual examples of poor performances include late
delivery of material and shortage of labour. They usually
result in failure to meet certain target dates. In the
worst case, we may be required to indemnify the clients
with penalties or liquidated damages. This causes us
monies and severe 'damages to our reputation.*
In the past months, we have experienced several set
backs in some of our projects failing to achieve a few
target dates. The incidents were brought to management's
attention fairly late. Some panic measures had been put up
but we failed to meet the targets by some narrow margins.
Although the significance of these failures to the
projects was not detrimental, the extra costs incurred as a
result of the panic measures the loss of confidence of the
clients and tarnishment of our reputation would affect our
success in the project.
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It will be seen in the following chapters that we have
not made full use of the financial data collected from
sites to monitor the actual progress. It can be shown and
tested that at any time interval, we could make use of the
cost committed information and compare with the budget
expenditure pattern at the same time period to judge. our
progress. By estimating the cost to complete at that time,
we shall be able to analyse the progress and to conclude if
there are some problems of the cost centres concerned.
We have taken one of the building service contracts of
Mass Transit Railway Corporation Island Line to illustrate
our points and in particular-the data collected from three
chosen stations are used to demonstrate the usefulness of




The model begins with the expenditure forecast.
Expenditure is forecast on the basis of the installation
programme and labour/material cost. Two curves are
developed, the material/labour cost vs percentage
completion curve-and percentage completion vs time span
curves





Figure 5.1 should resemble a linear function as the
cost of labour/material is normally proportional to the
percentage completion of work. Deviation from the linear
function may be due to particular foreseeable difficulties
in actual installation which increase the labour and/or
material cost.
Figure 5.2 normally takes the form of a S-curve. As-
installation work tends to start slowly, build up to a
peak, then taper off near the end, this causes the slope
of the percentage of completion curve to start slowly,
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increase during the middle of the project and then flatten
near the end. The characteristics of these curves are
heuristically derived on a basis of past record and
subjective judgement on a particular sub-contractor. These
two curves can then be combined together to form the budget




The budget cost curve can be developed directly if a
linear relationship between the labour/material cost and
percentage completion is expected.
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Actual achievements are compared with the budget
figures at regular intervals. Data sheets in the form of a
progress report, material requisition forms and labour
return are submitted to management. Management calculates
the cost committed by accumulating material and labour
costs from the submitted data. On the basis of progress
reports, management estimates the cost to complete and derive
the expected total cost of the project. The cost committed
and expected total cost to complete are plotted on the
budget cost curve. The following situation might occur:-
Case (a): on target
A: Cost committed







The cost committed and expected total cost to complete
agree with the budget figure. which indicates that the
installation is in accordance with the planning programme.
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Case (b): above budget
A: Cost committed






The cost committed and expected total cost to complete
are higher than budget figures. It can be explained that
(i) cost is under budgeted, (ii) in-efficient utilisation
of material and/or labour. Investigation should be made to
ensure better utilisation of labour/material, and extra
material must be purchased to cover the wastage and to
avoid delay of installation due to stortage of material.










The cost committed is higher than the budget figure,
but the expected total cost to complete agrees with the
budget figure. It can be explained by installation being
ahead of Programmes
Case (d): high budget
A : Cost committed








The cost committed and expected total cost to complete
are both below the budget figures. This can be explained
that budget figures are too high. However, high budget
figures seldom occurs in practise, as this would lead to a
high bidding price and renders the tender less competitive.
Case (e) : behind target
A : Cost committed
A






The cost committed is lower than the budget figure but
the expected total cost to complete is higher than the
budget figure. This can be explained that (i) installation
is behind programme and (ii) in-efficient utilisation of
mni-Pri nl and 1 ahnr_
In cases other than case (a), close examination should
be given to progress reports which indicate the percentage
completion against time, and conclusion of ahead or behind
installation programme could be drawn. If in-efficient
utilisation of material/labour is discovered, action notes
should be sent to site staff. with problems highlighted. On
the other hand, extra material should be purchased to avoid
material shortage either due to wastage or under
estimation. If the budget costs were found under
estimated, the cost curve should be revised on the basis of
submitted datum and future comparison should be made in
accordance with the revised curve.
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CHAPTER V
. AVVLIUATION OF THE MODEL
Formulation of the Model
To illustrate the model, information from three of the
fourteen MTR stations under construction are examined.
These three stations are Fortress Hill Station (FOH), North
Point Station (NOP) and Quarry Bay Station (QUB).
The budget figures for material and labour for each
station are firstly located. The budget cost curve are
then developed on the basis of DHSS Modell, the equation
of the S-curve being adopted is
where x month (m) in which expenditure y occurs
Contract period (P)
= Proportion of contract period completed
y= Cumulative monthly value of work executed before
deduction of retention moneies or addition of
fluctuations
s.=- Constract sum
1 Forcasting Expenditure on Capital Projects, Long
Range Planning (vol.17, no.4, 1984) pp 110 to 114
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For contract sum lying between 5 to 35 million, the
recommended value of constants C and K are -0.145 and 3.595
respectively. Substituting the value of constants into the
equation reduces the equation to the following:-
where y/s can be interpreted as proportion of contract sum.
The following table is deducted.
On the basis of the DHSS model and the budget on
individual location as shown on Table 1, budget cost curve
for the three stations are developed. They are shown in
Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.
Application of Real Situation
First Quartile
Actual costs committed on the first quartile of the
project as shown on Tables 2 to 4 are then plotted on the
budget cost curves. On the basis of interim payment
progress reports which indicate percentage completion of
the work, costs to complete are estimated and the expected
i..:.J al cos s v4I J.YCiJ dre plotted on the budget cost curved.
Interim payment progress reports for the three stations arE
shown in Appendix 7.
For FOH station, it can be seen in Figure 6.1 that the
cost committed quite agrees with the budget cost curve.
This implies that installation work is on the right track.
However, the expected total cost is below that of the budget
25
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COST DATA FOR FOH STATION
Week -No. Labour Cost Material Cost Accrued Total Cost
HK$ 000' S HK$ 000' S HK$000'S
36/84 23.4 137.3 160.7
40 98.0 574.6 672.6
44 185.2 1085.2 1270.4
48 273.4 1602.4 1875.8
52 404.6 2371.2. 2775.8
4/85 519.4 3044.3 3563.7
8 596.6 3496.2 4593.8
3924.1 4916.712 699.6
4816.915 716.6 4100.3
Budget cost for FOH station:
Labour Cost*= HK$ 700,000.00
Material Cost= HK$4,020,000.00
Total Cost= HK$4,720,000.00
27TABLE 3COST DATA FOR NOP STATION
Week No. Labour Cost Material Cost Accrued Total Cost
HK$000' S HK$000'S HK$ 000' S
32/84 19.6 50.6 70.2
36 86.6 223.4 310.0
40 195.4 504.0 699.4
44. 320.2 825.8 1146.0
.48 436.0- 1124.5 1560.5
52 622.4 1605.3 2227.7
4/85 787.0 2029.8 2816.8
8 933.6 2407.9 3341.5
12 1402.4 3617.0 5019.4
15 1706.0 4400.0 6106.0
Budget Cost for NOP station:
Labour Cost= HK$1,540,000.00
Material Cost= HK$4,380,000.00
Total Cost= HK$ 5, 9 20, 000.00
58TABLE 4
COST DATA FOR QUB STATION
Week No. Labour Cost Material Cost Accrued Total Cost
HK$000' S HK$ 000' S HK$040'S
24/84 8.4 24.7 33.1
28 69.0 203.0 272.0
32 147.2 433.1 580.3
36 242.4 713.2. 955.6-
40. 357.0 1050.4 1407.4
44 510.2 150111 2011.3
48 699.2 2057.2 2756.4
52 912.6 2685.0 3597.6
4/85 1109.0 3262.9 4371.9
8 1259.2 3704.8 49 64 .0
12 1666.8 4904.0 6570.8
15 L767.4 5200.0 6967.4






































cost line. This may be explained by over estimation on the
percentage completion of the works, which normally occurs
at early stage of installation
Obviously for NOP station as indicated in Figure 6.2,
the cost committed is well below the budget cost line, and
an alarm for working behind programme should have been
raised. The expected total cost is again below the budget
cost line, as could be explained by over estimation of
works at early stage of installation.
QUB station shows'a better curve shape in Figure 6.3
than NOP as the deviation between committed cost and the
budget cost is not excessive even though the cost committed
is below the budget cost line. One special feature about
the curve is that the expected total cost is above the
budget cost line, which is not normal as compared with FOH
and NOP stations.
We can tolerate some errors on the estimation of works
completed in the initial stages of the project. But when
it is about 30% or more completed, we must be careful with
the estimated figures which may give us erroneous results
of the expected total cost to complete.
Second QuartilE
The costs committed in the second quartile of the
Droiect for the three stations are plotted in Figure 5.4
6.6. The expected total costs are estimated and plotted in
the Figures.
For FOH station, Figure 6.4 shows the cost committed is
















































expaected total is slightly higher than the budget coat
line. This may be explained that the percentage completion
.of the works is under-estimated or the station actually
requires higher cost to complete. If the letter case is
true, we should identify which part of the station works
requires higher cost to complete and some measures must be
enforced to ensure the extra cost is kept to the minimum.
For NOP station in Figure 6.5, it reveal larger
discrepancy between the budget cost line and the committed
cost line as no remedial action had been taken. The
expected total cost point is much higher that the budget
cost line. It is obvious some problems have existed for
some times and prompt attention required from the
management. If this curve was available at that time, it
should have drawn attention of the management and
subsequent problems might have been avoided.
For QUB station in Figure 6.6, shows a good trend,
however,' the expected total cost point is higher than the
first estimation. This fact should confirm to the
management that the initial budgeting is too low and the
progress was lacking behind. Immediate action should be
taken by the management.
Completion of the Works
The actual cost committed for the three stations were
plotted in Figures 6.7 to 6.9 It obvious that FOH
station performs well as compared with the other two
stations. The slight out of budget is tolerable because a
tight budget was required for tendering purpose.
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and QUB station rose steeply till the end of the
installation. More than a hundred workers were sent to
the. two stations each week to work over time in order to
catch up with the installation programme.
1110 IdLye uiscrepancy between the actual cost line and
budget cost line for QUB station shows that the initial
budget cost was too low and if adjusted as shown on Figure
6.9, a large deviation between the actual cost line and
budget cost line should be indicated. This should give the
management an early warning and take prompt remedial action




From the illustration in Chapter 6, it has been shown
that the model can be used as one of the monitoring devices
of the progress of work in an building services project.
The merit of this model is that it utilises readily
available information from site personnel without creating
too much inconvenience to them and to the existing project
control arrangements.
The S-curves should be determined and drawn up in the
early part of a project after budget costs and cost centres
have been established. During the project period, the
S-curves are compared regularly with the cost committed and
the total cost to complete. Management can then judge on a
preliminary basis whether the installation works are on the
right track. If abnormality is discovered management can
initiate more detailed investigation into the probable
'problem areas.- It is very likely that most of the problems
can be resolved or minimised early in the project
programme.
The proposed model is not an analytical tool nor will
give specific answers to problems. However, the model does
give quick checking and will help troubleshooting.
For larger size projects eith linger constrction
programme, this model should be more effective-in
identifying discrepancies of the progress. For projects
like the Mass Transit which have different work sites with
similar installation works progressing at the same time,
this model should yield even better result for comparision
purposes.
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There are various formulations of the S-curve. For
different types or sizes of the project, the parameters of
the model equation may be different. After compiling the
cost information of a reasonable number of projects, the
parameters of a specific type of project can be
established. The equation thus derived is then available
to monitor similar projects.
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Tender Due: vailaicy Lxpires:
Fixed Price: Yes/No Acceptable Conditions: Yes/No












02 GEC Other CIF
03 Other CIF or Local
Sub Total
04 Allowances
05 Fixed Price Allowances
06 Contingencies




13 Fixed Price Allowances
14 Contingencies
l5 Subcontracts Cost : Total
Own Labour
21 Own Engineering Staff
22 Own Site Stunervision
23 Own Direct Labour
Sub Total
24 Allowances
25 Fixed Price Allowances
26 Contingencies




33 Letters of Credit
34 Transport
35 Storage
36 Defects Liability Provisions
37 L D Contingency
38 Commissions Payable






45 Fixed Price Allowances
46 Contingencies
47 Other Direct Costs : Total
50 Negotiation Allowance: Total
XX Foreign Currency Included






Value of Payment Value of PaymentMonthNunber






CONTRACT NO. Equipment/Service REF:
CONTRACT DESCRIPTION: Equipment/Service DESCRIPTION:





























COST CODE FOR CONTRACT MTR 464
1. In order to enable cost/accounts section to provide analysis of spending
of cost, so as to control the spending and enhance payment claims, all
expenditure relating specifically to this contract or incurred by the
project staff for this contract shall be categorised according to the
following system.
The system is basically to allocate a cost code noumber to all purchase
orders for goods and/or services, all expenses forms and all other
documentations covering expenditure for the project. This also applies
to overseas purchase orders.
The cost code number shall take the form as follows:
464/ nature of expenditure/ activity/ cost location
Please see Note 3
Please see Note 2
Please see Note 1
This indicates MTR Project Contract 404 JLaL1ou ai U LULLLL .L Ulss-- -%
Note 1 - The nature of expenditure is classified by using the ollUW-LLL',
letter codes:-
M - Material, including freight charges
SC - Subcontract & daily rated subcontract labour
SP - Engineers/Supervision
L - Labour GEC
T - Transportation
E - Expenses
OT - Labour overtime work
NOP - Expenses not covered by Purchase Order
Date issued : 15 October 1982
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Note 2- The activity code numbers are as follows:-
Activity Code No. Activity Occured
1. One set L.V. switchboard /subswitchboard
2. Lighting emergency lighting and small power services for a station
and associated tunnels, structures at grade/elevated structures or
for a railway ancillary building
3. One set station monitoring and indicating system
4. One station surface water pump set with starter.panel
5. Pipes, pipe fittings valves and supporting devices for one station
surface water sump
6. One station tunnel surface water pump set with starter panel
7. Pipes, pipe fittings, valves and supporting devices for one station
tunnel surface water sump
8. One running tunnel surface water pump set with starter panel
9. Pipes, pipe fittings, valves and supporting devices for one running
tunnel surface water sump
10. One surface water pump set with starter panel at O'Brien Road Subway
or THT
11. Pipes, pipe fittings, valves and supporting devices for one surface
water sump at O'Brien Road Subway or THT
12. Pipes, pipe fittings, valves and supporting devices for one sewage
pump room
13. Fire Control and Indicating Panel
14. Complete fire alarm and detection equipment for a station or a
railway ancillary building
15. Complete Halon 1301 (BTM) gas extinguishing equipment for.a station
or a railway ancillary building
16. Complete FH/HR equipment including Fire Pumps in a station or a
railway ancillary building
17. Complete tunnel/fire hydrant equipment for sections & tunnels
18. Portable fire extinguishing equipment for a station or a railway
ancillary building
/3
Date issued: 15 October 1982
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19. Timing system wiring complete for ISL
20. Advertising panels and station signs (including illuminated and
un-illuminated types) for a station
21. Earthing networks
22. Distribution boards, sub-distribution boards and switches
23. Power cabling and control cabling for one station and associated
tunnels/structures at grade/elevated structures or one railway
ancillary building
24. One electric overhead travelling crane for ancillary building
25. Door bell system equipment for one station
26. Telephone conduits and metal boxes for one station
27. Conduits for one minibank
28. Conduits for payphone cable
29. Cable trays/trunkings for signalling and telecommunication cables
30. Secuirty and burgler alarm equipment for CTO
31. One off turntable for CTO,
32. Two off rising road blockers
33. Power supply for floodgate adjacent to CCTV
34. Manual Trolleys and Chain Pulley Blocks for Running Tunnel Surface
Water Pumps
35. Power supply to roller shutter
36. Option A (QUB)
37. General activities not belonging any of the above activities
Remarks: The activity codes are in line with the MIRC Contract 464 Schedule
C are Value of Work for Payment claims.
/4
Date issued : 15 October 1982
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Note 3- The cost location codes are classified as follows:-
Location Representation of
Abbreviation Name costs incurred at
SHW Sheung Wan Station SHW & Overrun/SHW/CEN tunnels
CEN Central Station CEN & SHW/CEN/ADM tunnels
including ADM-CTO sub-tunnels
ADM Admiralty Station ADM & CEN/ADM/WAC tunnels
WAC Wan Chai Station WAC & ADM/WAC/CAB tunnels
CAB Causeway Bay Station CAB & WAC/CAB/TIH tunnels
TIH Tin Hau Station TIH & CAB/TIH/FOH.tunnels
FOH Fortress Hill Station FOH & TIH/FOH/NOP tunnels
NOP NOP & FOH/NOP/QUB tunnelsNorth Point Station
QUB & NOP/QUB/TKS tunnelsQuarry Bay StationQUB
TAK & QUB/TKS/SWH -tunnelsTAK Taikoo Station
SWH & TKS/SWH/SKW tunnelsSai Wan Ho StationSWH
Shau Kei Wan StationSKW SKW & SWH/SKW tunnels, SKW /CWW
tunnels & CWV/PSW Structures at
grade & PSW/CHW elevated
Structures
UrT PSW & CWV/PSW Structures atPak She Wan Station
grade & PSW/CHW elevated
Sturctures
CHW & PSW/CHW/OverrunChaff Wan StationCHW
Site instructionSI
Sheung Wan Traction StationSWT
Admiralty Distribution SubstationADD
Cash Trancfer Office at Admiralty Lot?CTO
Tin Hau Traction SubstationTHT
Pak Fuk Distribution SubstationPFD
Sai Wan Ho Traction SubstionSHT




Date issued : 15 October 1982
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Please note that there are 24 locations, and that the stations include
associated tunnels.
Examples-:-
Cost Code No. Explanation of representation
464/SC/2/SHW
This indicates MTR Contract 464 Subcontract cost of.
Lighting, emergency lighting and small power services for
a station and associated tunnels, structures at
grade/elevated structures or for a railway ancillary
building at Sheun Wan Station
464/L/6/CAB This indicates MMTR Contract 464 Labour cost of a station
tunnel surface water pump set with starter panel at
Causeway Bay Station
464, M, 16, ADM This indicates MTR Contract 464 Material cost of Complete
Halon 1301 (BRM) gas extinguishing equipment for a
station or a railway ancillary building at Admiralty
Station
2. Variation Order/Additional Works
During the progress of the work, there will be some variation orders or
additional works for the contract. The cost codes for these variation
orders and additional works (e.g. site work orders, site instruction,
engincer instructions etc.) should follow the guideline detailed above.
However, an additional suffix code should be added to the cost reference
code number to indicate that the work is for respective variation orders
or additional works.
/4
Date issued: 15 October 1962
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This indicates MTR Contract 464-Variation order no.7
material cost for one. tunnel surface water pump set
with starter'pannel at Pak Sha Wan Station
464/L/9/FOH/S18
This indicates MTR Contract 464 Site instruction
No.8 labour cost for pipes, pipe fittings valves
and/or supporting devices for one running tunnel
surface water pump at Fortress Hill Station
3. In connection with the coding for activities, every effort should be
made NOT to classify the activity as General Activities and all stations
so long as the activities and stations can be classified to fall into
Activity Code No. 1 to Code No.37 and Cost Lacation SHW to CWV
resnetivPly_
4. Capital Expenditure
No cost code number will be required for any expenditure of a capital
nature. However, before the expenditure is made, prior approval must be
obtained form the Head Office- it{ s thcrCfcrc^ V S v 3cnts' L--- 1.LV a.vsL ZLZQi. itu L.
purchase order must be properly raised before any order is placed. On
payment, the initiator of the'expenditure shall endorse the invoice and
mark capital expenditure accordingly.




































Phase (e) Erection Portion
Station FOH





2. General & Emergency Lighting & Power
Stations & Tunnels
3. General & Emergency Lighting & Power
to Ancilliary Buildings
4. Station & Tunnel Surface Water Pumps
5. Sewage Pumps
6. Fire Alarm & Electrical Detection Systems
7. BTM Systems
8. FH/HR Systems
9. Advertising Panels & Station Signs
including conduit & cabling
10. Earthing System
11. Distribution Boards Power Control Cabling
12. Electric Overhead Cranes
13. Miscellaneous items together with






















Pharcs (e) Erection Portion
Station/Area FOH





2. General & Emergency Lighting & Power
to Stations & Tunne.
3. General & Emergency Nighting & Power
to Ancilliary Buildings
4. Station & Tunnel Surtace Water Pumps
5. Sewage Pumps
6. Fire Alarm & Electrial Detection Systems
7. BTM Systems
8. FH/HR Systems
9. Advertising Panels & Station Signs
including conduit & cabling
10. Earthing System
11. Distrubution Boards Power & Control Cabling
12. Electric Overhead Cranes
13. Miscellaneous items together with





















Phase (e) Erection Portion
Station/Area NOP
Month Ending OCT, 1984
COMPLETION




3. General & Emergency Lighting & Power 0
to Ancilliary Buildings
2. General & Emergency Lighting & Power
4. Station & Tunnel Surface Water Pumps
25
10
5. Sewage Pumps 10




9. Advertising Panels & Station Signs 0
including conduit & cabling
3010. Earthing System
11. Distribution Boards Power & Control Cabling
12. Electric Overhead Cranes
N/A
13. Miscellaneous items together with 70


















2. General & Emergency Lighting & Power
Stations & Tunnels
3. General & Emergency Lighting & Power
to Ancilliary Buildings
4. Station & Tunnel Surface Water Pumps
5. Sewage Pumps
6. Fire Alarm & Electrical Detection Systems
7. BTM Systems
8. FH/HR Systems
9. Advertising Panels & Station Signs
including conduit & cabling
10. Earthing System
ll. Distribution Boards Power & Control Cabling
12. Electric Overhead Cranes
13. Miscellaneous items together with




























2. General & Emergency Lighting & Power 20
5. Sewage Pumps
Stations & Tunnels
N/A3. General & Emergency Lighting & Power
to Ancilliary Buildings
254. Station & Tunnel Surface Water Pumps
20
6. Fire Alarm & Electrical Detection Systems 25
7. BTM Systems 25
8. FH/HR Systems 20
9. Advertising PaneLs & Station Signs 15
including conduit & cabling
10. Earthing System 35
11. Distribution Boards PoWer Control Cabling 25
12. Electric Overhead Cranes
13. Miscellaneous items together with 15














ITEM DESCRIPTION STATUS %
1. L.V. Switchboards
65
2. Central & mergency Lighting & Power
35Stations & Tunnels
3. General & Emergency Lighting & Power N/A
to Ancilliary Buildings
4. Stations & Tunne1 Surface Water Pumps
5. Sewage Pumps




8. FH/HR Systems 60
9. Advertising Panels & Station Signs
25
including conduit & cabling
75
10. Earthing System
11. Distribution Boards Power & Control Cabling
60
12. Electric Overhead Cranes
N/A
13. Miscelaneous items together with
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